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S. Kambhampati, S. Katukam and Yong Qu, Failure driven dynamic search control 
for partial order planners: an explanation based approach 
Given the intractability of domain independent planning, the ability to control the search of a planner is vitally 
important. One way of doing this involves learning from search failures. This paper describes SNLP + EBL, 
the first implementation of an explanation based search control rule learning framework for a partial order 
(plan-space) planner. We will start by describing the basic learning framework of SNLP + EBL. We will 
then concentrate on SNLP+ EBL’s ability to learn from failures, and describe. the results of empirical studies 
which demonstrate he effectiveness of the search control rules SNLP + EBL learns using our method. 
We then demonstrate he generality of our learning methodology by extending it to UCPOP (Penberthy and 
Weld, 1992), a descendant of SNLP that allows for more expressive domain theories. The resulting system, 
UCPOP + EBL, is used to analyze and understand the factors influencing the effectiveness ofEBL. Specifically, 
we analyze the effect of (i) expressive action representations, (ii) domain specific failure theories and (iii) 
sophisticated backtracking strategies on the utility of EBL. Through empirical studies, we demonstrate hat 
expressive action representations allow for more explicit domain representations which in turn increase the 
ability of EBL to learn from analytical failures, and obviate the need for domain specific failure theories. We 
also explore the strong affinity between dependency directed backtracking and EBL in planning. 
M. Cadoli, EM. Donini and M. Schaerf, Is intractability of non-monotonic reasoning 
a real drawback? 
Several studies about computational complexity of non-monotonic reasoning (NMR) showed that non- 
monotonic inference is significantly harder than classical, monotonic inference. This contrasts with the general 
idea that NMR can be used to make knowledge representation a d reasoning simpler, not harder. 
In this paper we show that, to some extent, NMR fulfills the representation goal. In particular, we prove 
that non-monotonic formalisms uch as circumscription and default logic allow for a much more compact and 
natural representation f propositional knowledge than propositional calculus. Proofs am based on a suitable 
definition of a compilable inference problem, and on non-uniform complexity classes. Some results about 
intractability of circumscription and default logic can therefore be interpreted as the price one has to pay for 
having such an extra-compact representation. 
On the other hand, intractability of inference and compactness of representation are not equivalent notions: 
we exhibit intractable non-monotonic formalisms whose non-monotonic assumptions are representable by few 
propositional formulae. 
Finally, sometimes NMR really makes reasoning simpler. We present prototypical scenarios where closed- 
world reasoning and well-founded semantics account for a faster, complete and unsound approximation of
classical reasoning. 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
C.-K. Kwoh and DA? Gillies, Using hidden nodes in Bayesian networks 
In the construction of a Bayesian network. it 1s always assumed that the variables starting from the same 
parent are conditionally independent. In practice. this assumption may not hold and will give rise to incorrect 
infct-cnces. In cases where some dependency is found between variables, we propose that the creation of 
a hidden node, which in effect models the dependency. can solve the problem. In order to determine the 
conditional probability matrices for the hidden node. we use a gradient descent method. The objective function 
to be minimised is the squared-error between the measured and computed values of the instantiated nodes. 
Both forward and backward propagation arc used to compute the node probabilities. The error gradients can be 
treated as updating messages and can be propagated in any direction throughout any singly connected network. 
We used the simplest node-by-node creation approach for parents with more than two children. We tested 
our approach on two different networks in an endoscope guidance system and. in both cases, demonstrated 
improved results. 
E Baader, M. Buchheit and B. Hollunder, Cardinality restrictions on concepts 
The concept description formalisms of existing description logics systems allow the user to express local 
cardinality restrictions on the fillers of a particular role. It is not possible, however, to introduce global 
restrictions on the number of instances of a given concept. This article argues that such cardinality restrictions 
on concepts are of importance in applications such as configuration of technical systems, an application domain 
of description logics systems that is currently gaining in interest. it shows that including such restrictions in 
the description language leaves the important inference problems such as instance testing decidable. The 
algorithm combines and simplifies the ideas developed for the treatment of qualified number restrictions and 
of general terminological axioms. 
C.-J. Liau and B.I-P. Lin, Possibilistic reasoning-a mini-survey and uniform se- 
mantics 
In thts paper. we survey some quantitative and qualitative approaches to uncertainty management based on 
possibility theory and present a logical framework to integrate them. The semantics of the logic is based on the 
Dempster’s rule of conditioning for possibility theory. It is then shown that classical modal logic. conditional 
logic. possibilistic logic, quantitative modal logic and qualitative possibilistic logic are all sublogics of the 
presented logical framework. In this way. we can formalize and generalize some well-known results about 
possibilistic reasoning in a uniform semantics. Moreover,our uniform framework is applicable to nonmonotonic 
reasoning, approximate consequence relation formulation. and partial consistency handling. 
M.C. Cooper, Fundamental properties of neighbourbood substitution in constraint 
satisfaction problems 
In combinatorial problems it is often worthwile simplifying the problem, using operations such as consistency, 
before embarking on an exhaustive search for solutions, Neighbourhood substitution is such a simplification 
operation. Whenever a value .r for a variable is such that it can be replaced in all constraints by another 
variable J, then x is eliminated. 
This paper shows that neighbourhood substitutions arc important whether the aim is to find one or all 
solutions. It is proved that the result of a convergent sequence of neighbourhood substitutions is invariant 
modulo isomorphism. An efficient algorithm is given to tind such a sequence. It is also shown that to combine 
consistency (of any order) and neighbourhood substitution, we only need to establish consistency once. 
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J. Gratch and G. DeJong, A statistical approach to adaptive problem solving 
Domain independent general purpose problem solving techniques am desirable from the standpoints of software 
engineering and human computer interaction. They employ declarative and modular knowledge representations 
and present a constant homogeneous interface to the user, untainted by the peculiarities of the specific domain 
of interest. Unfortunately, this very insulation from domain details often precludes effective problem solving 
behavior. General approaches have proven successful in complex real-world situations only after a tedious 
cycle of manual experimentation a d modification. Machine learning offers the prospect of automating this 
adaptation cycle, reducing the burden of domain specific tuning and reconciling the conflicting needs of 
generality and efficacy. A principal impediment to adaptive techniques is the utility problem: even if the 
acquired information is accurate and is helpful in isolated cases, it may degrade overall problem solving 
performance under difficult to predict circumstances. We develop a formal characterization f the utility 
problem and introduce COMPOSER, a statistically rigorous learning approach which avoids the utility problem. 
COMPOSER has been successfully applied to learning heuristics for planning and scheduling systems. This 
article includes theoretical results and an extensive mpirical evaluation. The approach is shown to outperform 
significantly several other leading approaches to the utility problem. 
G.D. Kleiter, Propagating imprecise probabilities in Bayesian networks 
Often experts are incapable of providing “exact” probabilities; likewise, samples on which the probabilities in 
networks are based must often be small and preliminary. In such cases the probabilities in the networks are 
imprecise. The imprecision can be handled by second order probability distributions. It is convenient to use 
beta or Dirichlet distributions to express the uncertainty about probabilities. The problem of how to propagate 
point probabilities in a Bayesian network now is transformed into the problem of how to propagate Dirichlet 
distributions in Bayesian networks. 
It is shown that the propagation of Dirichlet distributions in Bayesian networks with incomplete data 
results in a system of probability mixtures of beta-binomial nd Dirichlet distributions. Approximate first 
order probabilities and their second order probability density functions are obtained by stochastic simulation. 
A number of properties of the propagation of imprecise probabilities are discussed by the use of examples. 
An important property is that the imprecision of inferences increases rapidly as new premises am added to an 
argument. The imprecision can be used as a pruning criterion in a network to keep the number of variables 
involved in an inferential argument small. Thus, imprecision may be used as an Ockam’s razor in Bayesian 
networks. 
D. Ash and B. Hayes-Roth, Using action-based hierarchies for real-time diagnosis 
An intelligent agent diagnoses perceived problems o that it can respond to them appropriately. Basically, the 
agent performs a series of tests whose results discriminate among competing hypotheses. Given a specific 
diagnosis, the agent performs the associated action. Using the traditional information-theoretic heuristic to order 
diagnostic tests in a decision tree, the agent can maximize the information obtained from each successive 
test and thereby minimize the average time (number of tests) required to complete a diagnosis and perform 
the appropriate action. However, in real-time domains, even the optimal sequence of tests cannot always 
be performed in the time available. Nonetheless, the agent must respond. For agents operating in real-time 
domains, we propose an alternative action-based approach in which: (a) each node in the diagnosis tree is 
augmented to include an ordered set of actions, each of which has positive utility for all of its children in the 
tree; and (b) the tree is structured to maximize the expected utility of the action available at each node. Upon 
perceiving a problem, the agent works its way through the tree, performing tests that discriminate among 
successively smaller subsets of potential faults. When a deadline occurs, the agent performs the best available 
action associated with the most specific node it has reached so far. Although the action-based approach 
does not minimize the time required to complete a specific diagnosis, it provides positive utility responses, 
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with step-wise improvements in expected utility, throughout the diagnosis process. We present theoretical and 
empirical results contrasting the advantages and disadvantages of the information-theoretic and action-based 
approaches. 
D. Poole, Probabilistic conflicts in a search algorithm for estimating posterior prob- 
abilities in Bayesian networks 
This paper presents a search algorithm for estimating posterior probabilities in discrete Bayesian networks. It 
shows how conflicts (as used in consistency-based diagnosis) can be adapted to speed up the search. This 
algorithm is especially suited to the case where there are skewed distributions, although nothing about the 
algorithm or the definitions depends on skewness of distributions. The general idea is to forward simulate the 
network, based on the “normal” values for each variable (the value with high probability given its parents). 
When a predicted value is at odds with the observations. we analyse which variables were responsible for 
the expectation failure-these form a conflict-and continue forward simulation considering different values 
for these variables. This results in a set of possible worlds from which posterior probabilities-together with 
error bounds-can be derived. Empirical results with Bayesian networks having tens of thousands of nodes 
are presented. 
A. Bundy, E Giunchiglia, R. Sebastiani and T. Walsh, Calculating criticalities 
We present a novel method for building ABSTRIPS style abstraction hierarchies in planning. The aim of 
this method is to minimize search by limiting backtracking both between abstraction levels and within an 
abstraction level. Previous approaches for building ABSTRIPS style abstractions have determined the criticality 
of operator preconditions by reasoning about plans directly. Here, we adopt a simpler and faster approach 
where we use numerical simulation of the planning process. We develop a simple but powerful theory to 
demonstrate the theoretical advantages of our approach. We use this theory to identify some simple properties 
lacking in previous approaches but possessed by our method. We demonstrate the empirical advantages of our 
approach by a set of four benchmark experiments using the ABTWEAK system. We compare the quality of 
the abstraction hierarchies generated with those built by the ALPINE and HIGHPOINT algorithms. 
IX Gent and T. Walsh, The TSP phase transition (Research Note) 
The traveling salesman problem is one of the most famous combinatorial problems. We identify a natural 
parameter for the two-dimensional Euclidean traveling salesman problem. We show that for random problems 
there is a rapid transition between soluble and insoluble instances of the decision problem at a critical value 
of this parameter. Hard instances of the traveling salesman problem are associated with this transition. Similar 
results are seen both with randomly generated problems and benchmark problems using geographical data. 
Surprisingly, finite-size scaling methods developed in statistical mechanics describe the behaviour around the 
critical value in random problems. Such phase transition phenomena appear to be ubiquitous. Indeed, we have 
yet to find an NP-complete problem which lacks a similar phase transition. 
N.L. Zhang, Irrelevance and parameter learning in Bayesian networks (Research 
Note) 
It is possible to learn the parameters of a given Bayesian network structure from data because those param- 
eters influence the probability of observing the data. However, some of the parameters are irrelevant to the 
probability of observing a particular data case. This paper shows how such irrelevancies can be exploited to 
speedup various algorithms for parameter learning in Bayesian networks. Experimental results with one of the 
algorithms, namely the EM algorithm, are presented to demonstrate the gains of this exercise. 
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